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1. Education is one of the basic human rights written into the United Nations _________. 

A. policy  B. principle   C. motto   D. charter 

2. The __________ printed on US currency is "In God We Trust." 

A. summit  B. principle   C. policy   D. motto 

3. The experiments were __________ by scientists in New York. 

A. conducted  B. immersed   C. reserved   D. conserved 

4. It's very difficult to __________ yourself into a society whose culture is so different from your own. 

A. hold   B. integrate   C. offer   D. initiate 

5. Now that you have a job and I don't, our situations are ___________. 

A. conserved  B. reversed   C. integrated   D. held 

6. She had the __________ of knowing that she'd done everything she could. 

A. satisfactory B. satisfying   C. satisfy   D. satisfaction 

7. The doctor has made an _________ diagnosis, but there'll be an additional examination by a specialist. 

A. initiative  B. initiation   C. initial   D. initiate 

8. He won the World Championship for the third ________ year. 

A. successful  B. successive   C. successively  D. succession 

9. The land is to be left _________ as a nature reserve.   

A. disturb  B. disturbance  C. undisturbed  D. disturbing 

10. If the opposition groups ___________, they may command over 55 percent of the vote. 

A. unite  B. unit    C. unity   D. united 

11. She got some books out of the library and immersed herself _________ Jewish history and culture. 

A. in   B. into    C. with    D. for 

12. I reserve Mondays ________ tidying my desk and answering letters. 

A. about  B. with    C. in    D. for 



13. Many of the listeners surveyed said that they were not satisfied ________ the station's programmes. 

A. to   B. about   C. with    D. for 

14. New driving regulations are going to _________ into force this year. 

A. go   B. look    C. get    D. come 

15. The teacher put me in _________ of organizing the project. 

A. accordance  B. charge   C. line    D. assistance 

16. These public health measures are designed to __________ in the spread of the disease. 

A. flatten the curve     B. pose a threat   

C. take place      D. enter into force 

17. This party __________ low taxes and individual freedom. 

A. consists of  B. sets up   C. stands out   D. stands for 

18. It's important to ___________ your strengths and to minimize your weaknesses. 

A. set up  B. stand out   C. focus on   D. account for 

19. Students _________ the vast majority of our customers. 

A. account for  B. set up   C. stand out   D. stand for 

20. The news will come as no _________ to his colleagues. 

A. expectation B. surprise   C. shock   D. amazement 

21. Their predictions were hopelessly out of __________ with the actual results. 

A. breath  B. line    C. sight   D. order 

22. It must be really hard to _________ three young children and a job. 

A. carry out  B. set up   C. focus on   D. cope with 

23. She tried to explain what had happened but he kept _________ her. 

A. meddling  B. intervening   C. interrupting  D. interceding 

24. The purpose of the speech was to show _______ with the country's leaders. 

A. cohesion  B. unity   C. solidarity   D. unanimity 

25. They __________ a survey to find out what type of technical support customers might want. 

A. conducted  B. operated   C. ran    D. handled 
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1. Despite ________ the game, United couldn't score and lost 2-0. 

A. dominant  B. dominance   C. dominating   D. dominate 

2. Water, a _________ of life, recurs as an image throughout her poems. 

A. symbol  B. symbolic   C. symbolize   D. symbolist 



3. Everything is _________ at this stage - I'm ruling nothing out. 

A. negotiation  B. negotiate   C. negotiator   D. negotiable 

4. The war was followed by a long period of peace and _________. 

A. prosperously B. prosperity   C. prosper   D. prosperous 

5. The fashion industry is always desperate to ________. 

A. innovation  B. innovate   C. innovative   D. innovatory 

6. The _________ market is still depressed, but demand abroad is picking up. 

A. external  B. obligatory   C. dynamic   D. domestic 

7. They have been unable to resolve the __________ over working conditions. 

A. dispute  B. inflation   C. purity   D. regionalism 

8. Helping to alleviate _______ in developing countries also helps to reduce environmental destruction. 

A. inflation  B. wealth   C. poverty   D. negotiation 

9. She was hit on the head by a stone and knocked __________. 

A. sensitive  B. delicate   C. charming   D. unconscious 

10. Amusement and theme parks are __________ across the country. 

A. contributing B. symbolizing  C. proliferating  D. quizzing 

11. The government's interference __________ the strike has been widely criticized. 

A. in   B. on    C. for    D. of 

12. The company publicly apologized and agreed to contribute some money ________ charity. 

A. in   B. to    C. into    D. from 

13. The skull at the bottom of the picture is symbolic _________ death. 

A. for   B. to    C. in    D. of 

14. The school is warned to _________ precautions against fire. 

A. make  B. take    C. get    D. keep 

15. The president is clearly in a _________ about how to tackle the crisis. 

A. sanction  B. predicament  C. dilemma   D. emergence 

16. Scotland is famous _________ its spectacular countryside. 

A. for   B. in    C. about   D. with 

17. She's 85 now, but she will ____________ doing all her own housework. 

A. depend on  B. rely on   C. insist on   D. mull over 

18. I need a few days to ________ things _________ before I decide if I'm taking the job. 

A. take/back  B. mull/over   C. bring/down  D. make/over 



19. She was a fiercely independent lady who refused to ________ anyone. 

A. insist on  B. depend on   C. look after   D. put up with 

20. In ________ of the problems we're having, we have no choice but to close the business. 

A. dark  B. shadow   C. end    D. light 

21. The government has _________ under fire for its decision to close the mines. 

A. come  B. got    C. gone   D. looked 

22. There are serious penalties for failure to comply ________ the regulations. 

A. to   B. for    C. with    D. in 

23. There are numerous campaigns to ________ people’s awareness of air pollution. 

A. elevate  B. promote   C. boost   D. strengthen 

24. The drugs did nothing to ________ her pain. 

A. decline  B. decrease   C. alleviate   D. diminish 

25. I wish my mother would stop __________ in my problems and let me make my own decisions. 

A. interfering  B. intervening   C. interceding   D. interrupting 
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1. We had to _________ ourselves with watching the sea lions from the shore. 

A. contented  B. content   C. contentment  D. contentedly 

2. The children squealed in ________ when they saw all the presents under the Christmas tree. 

A. delightful  B. delight   C. delighted   D. delightfully 

3. Many people are very concerned about the __________ of the rainforests. 

A. destroy  B. destructive   C. destructively  D. destruction 

4. You think I did it deliberately, but I ________ you that I did not. 

A. assure  B. assurance   C. assured   D. assuring 

5. Sustainable business development involves systematically creating a better future through _________ 

changes. 

A. evolutionary B. evolutionist  C. evolution   D. evolve 

6. Mexico City is one of the most __________ populated cities in the world. 

A. unequivocally B. precisely   C. densely   D. wholly 

7. The laptop's ultra compact design makes it extremely ___________ and practical. 

A. infinite  B. ambiguous   C. severe   D. portable 

8. Be as precise as possible in your answer, so that there is no _________. 

A. assurance  B. ambiguity   C. incorporation  D. prolongation 



9. Engineers are __________ to locate the source of the problem. 

A. civilizing  B. endeavouring  C. deflecting   D. prolonging 

10. The company has new ________ for dealing with complaints. 

A. entries  B. commitments  C. reforms   D. procedures 

11. In _______, we have to decide whether to continue losing money or change the way we do business. 

A. short  B. long    C. far    D. close 

12. After significant losses last year, the company now ________ the challenge of trying to repair its 

reputation with investors. 

A. sees   B. looks   C. meets   D. counts 

13. There's a(n) _________ of reasons why he didn't get the job. 

A. amount  B. case    C. host    D. horse 

14. He wanted to be a doctor but, to __________ a long story short, he ended up as a pharmacist. 

A. make  B. cut    C. keep   D. say 

15. The missing children were found __________. 

A. wear and tear     B. thick and thin   

C. chalk and cheese     D. safe and sound 

16. A few of the older teachers are completely out of ________ with their students. 

A. touch  B. sight   C. hand   D. condition 

17. The oral report should _________ the main points of the written essay. 

A. sum up  B. end up   C. result in   D. look into 

18. Regular exercise can ________ a general diminution in stress levels. 

A. end up  B. wipe out   C. sum up   D. result in 

19. After two weeks of traveling around Europe, we _________ in Paris. 

A. wiped out  B. ended up   C. summed up  D. took up 

20. The actress's entry _________ the world of politics surprised most people. 

A. for   B. at    C. in    D. into 

21. The government reaffirmed its commitment __________ the peace process. 

A. for   B. to    C. into    D. of 

22. The exhibition will illustrate how life evolved ________ water. 

A. from  B. in    C. into    D. to 

23. "Don't worry, your car will be ready tomorrow," the mechanic ________ him. 

A. insured  B. ensured   C. assured   D. pledged 



24. Doctors commented that some patients deliberately _________ their treatment. 

A. extend  B. prolong   C. lengthen   D. stretched 

25. Whenever I __________ a mistake, she calls me an idiot. 

A. catch  B. come   C. do    D. make 
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1. Some people pay a lot of money for __________ animals – for example, $20,000 for the horns of a 

bighorn sheep. 

A. endangered B. endanger   C. dangerous  D. danger 

2. The local economy is overwhelmingly dependent on oil and gas _________. 

A. extractive  B. extract   C. extraction  D. extractive 

3. Reduction in government spending will __________ further cuts in public services. 

A. necessitate  B. necessity   C. necessary  D. necessarily 

4. All the hostages, when released from _________, looked remarkably fit and well. 

A. captive  B. captivate   C. captivating  D. captivity 

5. In my village, it is __________ for a girl to take her mother's name. 

A. custom  B. customary   C. customarily D. customer 

6. The busy traffic entrance was a _________ to pedestrians. 

A. shelter  B. hazard   C. connection  D. sample 

7. Some people find that certain foods _________ their headaches. 

A. precede  B. extract   C. trigger  D. conquer 

8. The __________ dived just in time to avoid the enemy attack.  

A. submarine  B. spacecraft   C. astronaut  D. milestone 

9. Her latest novel is a _________ thriller, set some time in the late 21st century. 

A. hazardous  B. customary   C. hazardous  D. futuristic 

10. The drought is threatening the _________ of farmers in the region. 

A. custom  B. livelihood   C. milestone  D. hazard 

11. Be sure to __________ your campfire before you go to sleep. 

A. step up  B. find out   C. put up  D. put out 

12. I'm trying to ___________ my output ahead of tomorrow's deadline. 

A. step up  B. put out   C. find out  D. turn down 

13. I've done some research to ___________ the cheapest way of travelling there. 

A. find out  B. step up   C. put out  D. look up 



14. Her appetite for shopping became the stuff _________ legend. 

A. in   B. for    C. of   D. to 

15. No injuries have been reported, but the company warned the product could _________ a hazard to 

kids. 

A. meet  B. catch   C. pose   D. keep 

16. Most of the textbooks we looked at were too dull to _________ students' attention. 

A. keep  B. capture   C. do   D. lose 

17. The doctors pronounced that he was no longer ________ danger. 

A. at   B. in    C. on   D. of 

18. Thousands are ________ risk of being poisoned by fumes from faulty heaters. 

A. over   B. in    C. on   D. at 

19. He sat at one of the round tables and tried to _________ her attention. 

A. keep  B. lose    C. meet  D. attract 

20. The great majority of barn owls are reared _________ captivity. 

A. in   B. out of   C. over   D. at 

21. He made the mistake of trying to extract further information __________ our director. 

A. into   B. to    C. from  D. with 

22. It is still not clear what events triggered ________ the demonstrations. 

A. in   B. off    C. with   D. into 

23. He is the first man in history to _________ the world's highest mountain. 

A. surmount  B. overcome   C. conquer  D. defeat 

24. He said the launch of the party represented a(n) __________ in Zambian history. 

A. milestone  B. landmark   C. event  D. revolution 

25. This disease is four times more __________ in boys than in girls. 

A. common  B. popular   C. widespread D. well-known 
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1. A team of ________ are working on a previously undisturbed area of the abbey grounds. 

A. archeologist B. archaeologists  C. archaeological  D. archaeology 

2. She made an interesting ___________ about the poet’s intentions. 

A. observe  B. observation  C. observational  D. observant 

3. The small amount of compensation is a source of ________ to the people forced to leave their homes. 

A. grief  B. grieve   C. grievous   D. grievance 



4. We went on an expedition to ________ the flora and fauna of Hornchurch Wood. 

A. explore  B. exploration   C. exploratory  D. explorer 

5. Four members of our staff have embarked on the ________ of a lifetime. 

A. adventurously B. adventurism  C. adventure   D. adventurous 

6. Government forces __________ an attack against militants in the north of the country. 

A. launched  B. hailed   C. beamed   D. discarded 

7. It was ________ of her to challenge the managing director's decision. 

A. potent  B. adventurous  C. noticeable   D. courageous 

8. Plant growth is most ________ in spring and early summer. 

A. vital   B. noticeable   C. historical   D. grievous 

9. All these changes to the newspaper have _________ its traditional readers. 

A. witnessed  B. alienated   C. viewed   D. explored 

10. The police have assured the public that the escaped prisoners will not __________ recapture for long. 

A. grieve  B. beam   C. evade   D. observe 

11. The ship was badly damaged during the _________ from Plymouth. 

A. trip   B. journey   C. travel   D. voyage 

12. If you _________ at something or someone, you look at them very quickly and then look away again 

immediately.  

A. glance  B. stare   C. watch   D. gaze 

13. If you _________ a person or thing, you watch them carefully, especially in order to learn something 

about them. 

A. look   B. observe   C. view   D. see 

14. These measures are designed to _________ the market to greater competition. 

A. lift off  B. open up   C. deal with   D. take over 

15. Several subcommittees will be set up to __________ specific environmental issues. 

A. take over  B. take off   C. tuck away   D. deal with 

16. She __________ management of this department last winter. 

A. took off  B. lifted off   C. took over   D. dealt with 

17. I tell them the truth, regardless ________ what they want to hear. 

A. of   B. to    C. for    D. over 

18. Experience has taught me the best way to make a good first impression is to _________ contact with 

as many people in the organization as you can. 



A. do   B. catch   C. keep   D. make 

19. 13 men have been questioned in _________ with the murder. 

A. touch  B. contact   C. connection   D. conjunction 

20. We eventually _________ at 11 o'clock and arrived in Venice at 1.30. 

A. took off  B. brought off   C. settled down  D. opened up 

21. One day I'll want to _________ and have a family. 

A. take over  B. open up   C. bring off   D. settle down 

22. It was an important event, and she's managed to _______ it _______ wonderfully. 

A. take/over  B. bring/off   C. look/up   D. bring/about 

23. His audition went well and he's fairly hopeful _________ getting the part. 

A. in   B. about   C. for    D. of 

24. She was a pioneer ______ the biotech industry's patent law. 

A. for   B. about   C. in    D. on 

25. It was an interesting book, full of fascinating insights _______ human relationships. 

A. into   B. at    C. onto    D. for 

 


